Transform your large-format
printing workflow—process by process

Save time and avoid manual errors with optional HP SmartStream software modules
More customers are discovering the value of HP SmartStream software—namely its speed and efficiency. But that’s just the
beginning. We’re also exploring ways to automate manual tasks in order to boost your productivity even further and create new
market opportunities. To begin, we’re offering two optional HP SmartStream modules that radically simplify renaming and automate
the quoting process.

Pixel Analysis Module

Provid e a cc urate a nd ti me ly q u otes to cu sto m er s b efo re p r i n t i n g
Estimating job costs can be a frustrating process—especially if you’ve underbid the project. Now you can
remove guesswork from the equation with the Pixel Analysis Module, which offers an accurate estimation of
job and page prices.
This sophisticated tool examines the pixel coverage of jobs before printing—including mono and color
coverage. Eliminate charging mistakes and save valuable time.
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Perform the initial one-time
pricing setup.

Color lines.................... $
Mono lines................... $
Low-density image.... $
Hign-density image...

$
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The module will
automatically analyze “color”
and “total” pixel coverage
at the page level for each
job and then send that
information to you.

Save money. Obtain accurate
job quotations at the push of
a button.

$

Document Organizer Module
Reassem b le a nd re na me la rge f i le s et s

The process of renaming files is excruciatingly time consuming, which is why some reprographic companies
charge customers per page as compensation for these efforts. HP has discovered a way to automate
this process for you with the Document Organizer Module. It will significantly reduce effort and turn
compensation into revenue generation.
The Document Organizer Module allows you to rename files, create different versions of files, and reorder
pages—all while saving up to 70% of your time.1 Innovative OCR technology helps you automatically—
and instantly—read text on an unlimited number of pages. You can then use this information to rename
large file sets, including batches, with minimal effort and mistakes.
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Typically you receive large
sets of incorrectly named files
(.pdf, .tiff, and HPGL2 ) that
you must manually rename
one by one.
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Txir-rpd**.pdf
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HP SmartStream Pixel Analysis Module
HP SmartStream Document Organizer Module

Learn more at

hp.com/go/smartstreampagewidexl
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The module automatically
renames all pages in the grid
and on your computer.
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Ordering information
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Select the area on the
page to scan using OCR
technology. Confirm you
want to scan the same area
on every page.
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Optimize your printing workflow with a steady stream
of HP SmartStream innovations. Optional modules
enhance your capabilities to simplify tasks, save
valuable time, and boost business performance.

Using HP SmartStream software, renaming can be completed saving up
to 70% of the time. Conclusion based on an HP internal test, November
2017 comparing HP SmartStream Document Management module with
equivalent manual process renaming a 85-page document.
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